
UNIVERISTY POLICIES FOR THE COURSE
«Life Safety; Basics of Bioethics and Biosafety»

Нigher education level  The  Second Level  Of  Higher  Education,
National  Qualifications  Framework  Of  Ukraine  –  The  7th  Level,
QF-LLL – The 7th Level, FQ-EHEA – The Second Cycle
Major: Educational programme 222 Medicine: Medicine
Year of study 2021
Semester  1 semester
Mode of study for all forms of education
Language of instruction English

Teacher(s) Bataltsev Yevhen Volodymyrovych, Ablieieva Iryna Yuriivna

Contact
Ablieieva  I.Yu.  SSU,  Central  building,  room  C-115,  tel.
+380999197588. Bataltsev Y.V., SSU, Central building, room. C-109,
tel. +380993858775.

Time and room for
giving consultations

Weekly  Monday,  13:00-14:00,  SSU,  Central  building,  room-115,
room-109.

Links to online
educational
platforms

https://mix.sumdu.edu.ua/study/course/9538

Syllabus http://pg.cabinet.sumdu.edu.ua/report/syllabus/1603671

Channels for
maintaining contact
with the group for
receiving and
working on materials

Materials on the MIX platform are updated every Monday at 8 p.m.
Students  receive  ads  through  the  e-mail  address  in  the  personal
account.

POLICIES

Attendance policy Attendance is  required.  Under objective circumstances (eg illness,
international internship) training can take place individually (online).

Assessment policy

Assessment  during  the  semester  is  carried  out  in  the  form  of
performance  and  defense  of  practical  works,  performance  of  an
individual  research  task,  report  and  final  test.  All  work  must  be
performed independently. The student's grade is formed as follows: 1.
Report on the results of practical works – 80 points. 2. Final control
(test) – 80 points. 3. Summary (preparation, presentation, defense)
–20 points.  4.  Multimedia  presentation on the  topic  of  individual
research task (preparation of the presentation, defense) – 20 points.
The condition of admission to the module is the fulfillment of not less
than 60% of the sum of points of the current control.

Deadlines and course
retake policy

Summaries  that  are  submitted  in  violation  of  deadlines  without
objective  circumstances  are  evaluated  at  a  lower  score  (-10%).
Deadlines  for  submission  of  all  types  of  work  are  determined
according to the schedule no later than the next lesson. Reassignment
of written control (test) is with the permission of the lecturer if there
is a objective circumstance.
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Assessment appeals
policy

The results of the module and semester assessment are subject to
appeal. A student must lodge an appeal to the director/dean on the day
of certification or after announcing the results, but no later than the
next  working  day.  The  appeal  commission  is  established  by  the
director/dean’s order. The appeal commission's decision may change
the grade in case of violations revealed during the attestation.

Academic integrity
policy

Participants  must  complete  all  tasks  according  to  the  course
requirements  independently.  Participants  are  not  allowed  to  cheat
during the written module or summative test. The assignments should
not  contain plagiarism,  facts  of  fabrication,  falsification,  cheating.
Manifestations of other types of academic dishonesty determined by
the  Academic  Integrity  policy  are  also  unacceptable.  If  a  teacher
reveals violations of academic integrity by students during the course,
the former have the right to take one of the following actions: - to
reduce  points  by  up  to  40% for  practical  assignments;  -  to  give
recommendations  for  improving  and  resubmitting  mandatory
homework assignments with the reduction of points by up to 25%; -
to not accept mandatory homework assignments without the right to
resubmit;  -  set  a  date  for  retaking  the  written  module  or  the
summative test with a reduction of points by up to 15%; - to not allow
to retake the written module or the summative test.


